Mimicking arterial thrombosis in a 3D-printed microfluidic in vitro vascular model based on computed tomography angiography data†
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Arterial thrombosis is the main instigating factor of heart attacks and strokes, which result in over 14 million deaths worldwide every year. The mechanism of thrombosis involves factors from the blood and the vessel wall, and it also relies strongly on 3D vessel geometry and local blood flow patterns. Microfluidic chip-based vascular models allow controlled in vitro studies of the interaction between vessel wall and blood in thrombosis, but until now, they could not fully recapitulate the 3D geometry and blood flow patterns of real-life healthy or diseased arteries. Here we present a method for fabricating microfluidic chips containing miniaturized vascular structures that closely mimic architectures found in both healthy and stenotic blood vessels. By applying stereolithography (SLA) 3D printing of computed tomography angiography (CTA) data, 3D vessel constructs were produced with diameters of 400 μm, and resolution as low as 25 μm. The 3D-printed templates in turn were used as moulds for polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based soft lithography to create microfluidic chips containing miniaturized replicates of in vivo vessel geometries. By applying computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling a correlation in terms of flow fields and local wall shear rate was found between the original and miniaturized artery. The walls of the microfluidic chips were coated with human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) which formed a confluent monolayer as confirmed by confocal fluorescence microscopy. The endothelialised microfluidic devices, with healthy and stenotic geometries, were perfused with human whole blood with fluorescently labeled platelets at physiologically relevant shear rates. After 15 minutes of perfusion the healthy geometries showed no sign of thrombosis, while the stenotic geometries did induce thrombosis at and downstream of the stenotic area. Overall, the novel methodology reported here, overcomes important design limitations found in typical 2D wafer-based soft lithography microfabrication techniques and shows great potential for controlled studies of the role of 3D vessel geometries and blood flow patterns in arterial thrombosis.

Introduction

Arterial thrombosis is the main cause of heart attacks and strokes, which together cause over 14 million deaths worldwide every year.1 Thrombosis is a complex process, which is instigated by multiple factors, both genetic and acquired: blood-borne factors, vessel wall dysfunction and fluid dynamical effects. Animal models are the most popular experimental tool to study the pathophysiology of thrombosis in laboratory settings. While animal models mimic the mechanistic multifactorial complexity found in arterial thrombosis, they do not fully recapitulate human physiology or human disease. For example, rodent platelet biology2 and coagulation dynamics3 display inter-species differences, and mice arteries typically undergo wall shear stresses that are an order of magnitude higher4 than those in humans. Furthermore, thrombosis in mice can only be instigated in the largest arteries by using...
ferric chloride or by laser-induced injury, limiting their use in studying thrombosis in specific, well-controlled 3D vascular geometries. Therefore, engineered in vitro blood flow chambers, perfused with human blood, are often used to complement or confirm results from in vivo models.

In recent years, microfluidic organs-on-chips emerged as new engineered in vitro models that capture aspects of human physiology with an unprecedented level of realism. Microfluidic technology has also been used extensively to create new in vitro models for studying thrombosis. For example, when microfluidic channels with cultured endothelial cells and geometric constrictions mimicking stenotic vessels were perfused with human whole blood, platelet aggregates tend to form specifically in the outlet zone of the constriction. Mimicking arterial physiology also encompasses applying an arterial shear rate to the endothelial cells and blood. It has been shown that shear rate is very important in von Willebrand factor activation and thus influences platelet adhesion and aggregation. However, due to inherent limitations posed by 2D wafer-based microfabrication techniques of microfluidic chips, the channels in almost all on-chip thrombosis models inevitably possess planar configurations with rectangular cross-sections instead of the typical 3D, round cross-section blood vessel structures found in vivo. A number of strategies have been employed to produce chips that contain microfluidic channels with circular cross-sections. For example, acrylic optical fibres in combination with standard soft lithography can be used to fabricate stylized geometries reminiscent of vessel stenoses and aneurysms. Moreover, microfabrication techniques, such as 3D bioprinting and gelatin-based soft lithography, have also been used to engineer microfluidic channels with circular cross-sections, which were then perfused with human blood to study thrombosis and thrombolysis.

So far, none of these studies yielded microfluidic chips in which thrombosis can be studied in geometries that are truly specific locations through exposure to light. In this study, we describe an advanced method to produce microfluidic chips that replicate the exact 3D architecture of both healthy and stenotic coronary arteries. Our method relies on SLA-based fabrication of miniaturized models of a coronary artery based on computed tomography angiography (CTA) imaging data. The printed models are used as moulds in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based soft lithography to produce microfluidic chips that contain exact replicas of the arterial architecture, as well as inlets and outlets to allow perfusion of the chips. By replicating the geometries found in vivo it becomes possible to overcome the limitations usually encountered when using square channel geometries, e.g. unrealistic flow profiles and fibrin formation in low-flow zones in channel corners. Moreover, we demonstrate that microfluidic chips produced with our method are compatible with cell culture and high-resolution confocal microscopy by seeding human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) followed by image analysis. Finally, as a proof-of-principle, we assessed the effect of vessel geometries on platelet aggregation by perfusing healthy and stenotic vessel designs with human whole blood under real arterial shear rates.

Materials & methods

Coronary artery 3D models

Anonymised thoracic CTA scans were acquired from a free online digital imaging and communication in medicine (DICOM) library. DICOM files consist of stacks of 2D tissue image sections which, when combined, can be used to generate 3D models. The utilized DICOM files were read and segmented using 3D Slicer (http://www.slicer.org). In short, by applying thresholding functions, all irrelevant tissue regions were excluded in order to only highlight vascular tissue. The result from this threshold was then converted to a 3D model by using the “model making” option in 3D Slicer.

Directly after segmentation, many artefact volumes remained from surrounding tissue. The 3D model was, therefore, further processed in computer-aided design (CAD) software Blender (Blender foundation, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, version 2.72) to remove artefacts and smoothen the surface. Through specific selection of meshes within Edit Mode, the residual surrounding tissue geometries and artefacts were removed. The model was subsequently smoothed within Sculpt Mode using the ‘F smooth function’. After downsizing, this resulted in a 3D vessel model with a channel diameter of 400 μm (Fig. 1A).

Stenosis models with 55% and 67% constrictions were then further created by narrowing a straight segment of the channel to diameters of 180 μm and 140 μm respectively (Fig. 1B, 55% not shown). This step was performed in Blender with the Sculpt Mode by selecting the ‘F-inflate’ and ‘F-smooth’ functions.

Microfluidic device design and fabrication

Microfluidic devices were fabricated by common PDMS-based soft lithography using moulds created by SLA. The full model for 3D printing contained the 3D vessel models, as well as inlets, outlets and a box-like container and
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Fig. 1 Three-dimensional models of a healthy and stenotic vessel and chip fabrication. Three-dimensional render of a healthy (A) and stenosis (B) model as acquired from segmentation and after manual editing in 3D modelling software. Insets show high magnifications of a straight section and a stenotic section, respectively. (C) Top: Image of the 3D model, in grey is depicted the outer walls of the mould, in blue the print support structures and in red the microfluidic channel. Bottom: Photograph of the printed model. Width of the entire model is 1.2 cm. (D) Close-up pictures of a healthy and stenotic print, 370 μm in diameter (healthy) and 120 μm (stenosis). (E) Cast PDMS chip after mould removal, channel diameter 370 μm. (F) Close-up of a stenotic and healthy channel after PDMS casting. The red colouring is made with food dye. Scale bars coincide with 370 μm.

was designed in Blender CAD software. The generated 3D vessel models were further extended with cylindrical sections so they would fit the length (15 mm) of the box-like container. The container (width 10 mm) was composed of six 4 mm thick walls which were designed to restrict the PDMS into a confined volume upon casting and moulding in later steps. Furthermore, the full 3D model contained inlets and outlets (diameter 1 mm, height 5 mm), and support structures (width 300 × 500 μm, height 1.8 mm) connected to the inlets, outlets and vessel models to allow accurate printing of the suspended section of the 3D artery model. The maximum amount of overhang in an SLA model is roughly 45°, and any structures positioned below this angle regularly fail to print. The final curvature of the printed model can exceed 45° as long as each subsequent layer does not exceed the 45° overhang compared to the previous layer. The inlets and outlets were positioned at a horizontal angle (i.e. 0°/180°) and therefore support structures were needed to facilitate printing. The vessel structures were positioned at the centre of the moulding area of the device and placed at only 100 μm distance from the mould’s bottom plane to ensure that after moulding, the resulting chips would be compatible with high magnification microscopy. The arrangement of the vessel within the full 3D model was defined in such a way that the channel would be suspended and horizontally levelled to the Z-axis along the whole length of the device (Fig. 1C). Any residual artefacts and mesh errors present in the 3D models were removed with Magics software (Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium).

The full 3D models were then printed from PIC100 resin in a Perfactory 3 mini-multi lens SLA printer (EnvisionTEC GmbH, Gladbeck, Germany) using a resolution of 25 μm (Fig. 1C). The resulting devices were flashed for 3500 cycles in an Otoflash G171 apparatus (EnvisionTEC) and rinsed in 100% ethanol at 37 °C for 7 hours, refreshing ethanol roughly every 2 hours. Using Fiji image analysis software, the resulting construct dimensions were determined. PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland MI, USA) pre-polymer was then mixed with the crosslinking agent in a 10:1 ratio, poured into the moulds and set to cure overnight at 60 °C.

The chips were finished by first breaking open the moulds manually and then gently removing the vessel segments of the moulds by pulling with forceps and leaving an open channel inside the PDMS (Fig. S1†).

Finally, the chips were sterilized by means of plasma treatment (60 s at 100 W, 600 mTorr, Harrick Plasma) and bonded to a microscope cover glass.

Endothelial cell culture and seeding

After the plasma treatment, the microfluidic channels in the chips were coated with a solution of 0.1 mg ml⁻¹ rat tail collagen-I (Cultrex-Trevigen) in 1× phosphate buffered saline (PBS; Sigma Aldrich). The collagen solution was introduced in the microfluidic device and incubated for 30 minutes followed by a PBS wash. The microfluidic device was endothelialised by introducing 40 μl of 4 × 10⁶ cells per ml HUVEC (Lonza) suspension in EGM-2 (Lonza) culture medium and incubating for 30 minutes on a platform rocker (Thermolyne Vari-mix) set to 6 rpm. The introduction of cells was repeated and the microfluidic device was incubated upside down for another 30 minutes. The endothelialised microfluidic device was cultured for a period of two days to ensure a confluent monolayer, during which the EGM-2 culture medium was refreshed twice per day.

Staining, fluorescence microscopy and confocal microscopy

A live/dead staining was performed using the live/dead viability/cytotoxicity kit for mammalian cells according to the manufacturer’s protocol (ThermoFisher Scientific – calcein AM, ethidium homodimer-1). Alternatively, to visualize cell morphology, the cells were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma Aldrich) solution and permeated using a 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich) solution and permeated using a 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich) solution in PBS. The nuclei and F-actin filaments were stained using two molecular probes: NucBlue (ThermoFisher Scientific) and ActinGreen (ThermoFisher Scientific), respectively. The stained cells were imaged using an EVOS FL cell imaging system using DAPI, CY5 and GFP filter cubes. Confocal fluorescent microscopy was performed on a Nikon confocal A1 microscope with excitation lasers of wavelength 405 and 488 nm.
Blood perfusion

Microfluidic devices were connected to a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus Phd 2000) using custom connectors and Tygon tubing. The Tygon tubing was coated with a washing buffer of HEPES, 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma Aldrich), 1% glucose (Merck Millipore), 200 mM CaCl₂ (Sigma Aldrich) and 0.1 μl ml⁻¹ heparin (Sigma Aldrich) to avoid clotting. Human citrated whole blood was used in perfusion experiments. The blood was provided by the Experimental Centre for Technical Medicine (ECTM, MIRA Institute, University of Twente) and used within a maximum of 4 hours after donation. The citrated blood was re-calculated using a re-calification buffer of 63.2 mM CaCl₂ and 31.6 mM MgCl₂ (ThermoFisher Scientific) and stained with 2 μg ml⁻¹ DiOC₆ (Life Technologies). Blood was pulled through the microfluidic device using the syringe pump at a flow rate of 0.29 ml min⁻¹ yielding a shear rate of approximately 1000 s⁻¹. The chosen shear rate would recapitulate the shear rate experienced by endothelium in large arteries.37–39 Platelet aggregation dynamics were quantified in Fiji. An image stack was generated with a resolution of 1 frame per second, capturing the full length of the perfusion. This stack was then converted to black/white images showing either the presence or absence of platelets, through specific thresholding. Finally, the platelets were quantified by measuring the white intensity (platelets) inside a region of interest (ROI) interpolated over the full image stack (Fig. S8†).

Computational fluid dynamics

COMSOL 5.1 Multiphysics CFD module was used to predict the fluid flow profile, streamlines and shear rate distribution inside the 3D vessel geometries. The laminar flow model, that assumes incompressible flow, no turbulence and does not neglect the inertial term in Navier–Stokes’ law, was used. The CAD 3D vessel model that was incorporated in the chip design was also used in COMSOL using a straight section modelled with a vessel diameter of 400 μm, which is compared to the original CTA vessel geometry with a vessel diameter of 4 mm diameter. A flow rate of 4.83 × 10⁻⁹ m³ s⁻¹ was set on the inlet for the miniaturized model, and a flow rate of 1.0 × 10⁻⁶ m³ s⁻¹ was set for the original model, both resulting in a wall shear rate of 1000 s⁻¹. An entrance length of 1 m was chosen to provide a fully developed flow on entry of the geometry. The outlet pressure was set to atmospheric pressure with no back flow. On the outer boundary of the geometries, excluding the inlets and outlets, a no-slip boundary condition was imposed.

Results & discussion

Fabrication of microfluidic chips with 3D blood vessel geometries

The flow properties of vessels are greatly determined by their 3D shape. Therefore, to accurately mimic in vivo flow conditions in our model, it is crucial to closely replicate natural shapes. To attain exact in vivo shapes, human thoracic CTA scans were segmented and converted to 3D models, which were further isometrically reduced in size by a factor of 10 before being used to fabricate chips (Fig. 1A and B).

It was found that only vessels with a diameter of approximately 100 μm would still 3D print successfully; by further reducing the diameter, the printed vessels would become fragile and collapse during printing. Given this lower limit, we always printed the model vessels with a non-stenosis diameter of 400 μm, so that even a severe stenosis of 67% (stenotic diameter of approximately 130 μm) would still print successfully (Fig. 1C and D). Even more severe occlusions could be printed by increasing the vessel diameter while keeping the stenotic diameter constant. Constructs with healthy vessel geometries showed a printing success rate of roughly 80%, while stenotic constructs showed a printing success of 50%. Printing defects consisted mainly of small offsets perpendicular to the vessel direction (Fig. S2†). In later experiments, such offsets would potentially alter flow patterns within the microfluidic chips and therefore the constructs possessing these defects were discarded. However, this productivity loss could be compensated by the fast production method and the number of chips that could be printed at once. All printed constructs also showed artefacts consisting of ring-like indentations (approximately 2 to 5 μm in size) that were the result of the partial overlap of consecutively printed layers. These artefacts are inherent to SLA at these resolutions and they were also found in the chips after moulding (Fig. S3†). Although these artefacts cannot be avoided, we did not see any indication of negative effects caused by these ridges (see sections below).

It was possible to observe that the successfully printed constructs closely matched the designed 3D model dimensions (Fig. 1C). By using Fiji image analysis software, actual diameters of printed constructs were found to be 10 to 30 μm smaller than the design, with diameters of 370 μm in the straight channel segments, and 180 μm (55%) and 120 μm (67%) for the stenosis geometries.

When using the moulds in PDMS-based soft lithography, chips containing healthy and stenotic geometries could be successfully created. Both the stenotic and cylindrical geometries were easily removable from within the cured PDMS and did not damage the integrity of the chips whatsoever (Fig. 1F). Although the vessel segments used in our studies were relatively straight, we also successfully used our method to produce chips with vessel segments containing bends with angles of up to 80° (Fig. S4†). The success rate of manufacturing chips with such dramatic curves is substantially lower due to entrapment of parts of the 3D-printed constructs inside the cross-linked PDMS. In order to produce chips with complex 3D curves, that more closely mimic in vivo shapes, success rates may be increased by using sacrificial resins40 or modular chips.41

The produced PDMS chips could be perfused with fluids, without any observation of leakage (Fig. 1E). The created inlets and outlets allowed tight sealing of pipette tips and tube connectors and facilitated perfusion and hydrostatic pressure-driven flow between two pipette tips for cell culturing.
Unlike what is usually seen in conventional soft lithography techniques, within the proposed method, alignment of PDMS layers or bonding to glass is no longer needed to create channels.\textsuperscript{14,22,42} Moreover, it was possible to create perfusable free-form 3D channels, rather than the typical square-section or stylized circular channels observed in standard PDMS microfluidic chips.

**Endothelialisation of microfluidic chips with 3D model vessels**

The engineered 3D microfluidic devices were endothelialised by culturing human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) in the channels for two days. Since the PDMS could potentially still contain cytotoxic photo-crosslinker residues,\textsuperscript{43} which originated from the PIC100, a viability assay was performed on the microfluidic device. A live/dead staining of the endothelial monolayer showed that the number of dead cells was negligible (Fig. S5†). Confocal fluorescence microscopy and epifluorescence microscopy combined with nuclei and actin filament staining (Fig. 2A and B) was used to analyse the morphology of the endothelial cells for a 1250 μm section of a microfluidic device. The results (Fig. 2C) confirmed that the endothelial cells had indeed formed a confluent monolayer and that the HUVECs possessed a typical cobblestone morphology. Furthermore, the inset (Fig. 2C) demonstrated that the HUVECs were not affected by the microtopographical artefacts (Fig. S3†) that result from the SLA.

**Computational fluid dynamics on the 3D vessel geometries**

Shear rate distributions and fluid flow profiles in both the microfluidic 3D geometries and the original CTA scale 3D vessel geometries were analysed by CFD. A comparison between healthy and stenotic geometries showed a difference in and near the stenotic area (Fig. 3). Typical shear rates in the non-stenotic sections of the 3D vessel were in the range of 1000 s\textsuperscript{−1}. Because of the 67% occlusion, higher velocities (Fig. 3B and D) and consequently shear rates (Fig. 3A and C) were measured in stenotic sections with shear rates higher than 10 000 s\textsuperscript{−1}. A comparison between the CTA scale geometry (Fig. 3A and B) and the smaller microfluidic scale model (Fig. 3C and D), showed that, with the chosen volumetric flow rate, the shear rate distribution in the stenosis is very similar, and this is also the case for higher shear rates. Shear rates higher than 5000 s\textsuperscript{−1} are considered as pathological and shear rates higher than 8000–10 000 s\textsuperscript{−1} activate von Willebrand Factor.\textsuperscript{14,21} Therefore, all shear rates above 10 000 s\textsuperscript{−1} are considered as relevant. The CTA scale computational model showed an elevated shear rate downstream of the stenosis, which was a result of inertial forces in the curved section after the stenosis. Recirculation might have contributed to the different shear rate distributions found in the two stenotic models. The stenotic CTA scale model (Fig. S6a†) showed severe recirculation with elevated backflow velocities. The stenotic microfluidic scale model (Fig. S6c†) also showed recirculation, but the affected area and backflow velocities are smaller. The two healthy models (Fig. S6a and b†) did not show any sign of recirculation. The microfluidic scale model showed a different shear rate pattern because the Reynolds number in the CTA scale model is significantly higher in comparison to the microfluidic scale model, resulting in an altered shear rate distribution and recirculation.

To further investigate the effects of the aforementioned ring-like indentations, a smooth channel and a channel with 4 μm ridges, both with a diameter of 400 μm, were compared

---

**Fig. 2** The HUVEC morphology in the 3D microfluidic chips. The nuclei and F-actin filaments of the HUVECs have been stained using NucBlue and ActinGreen respectively. (A) and (B) Confocal fluorescence microscopy images showing the top view and cross-section of the 3D vessel in a straight section of a channel of diameter 370 μm. Scale bar, 200 μm. (C) fluorescence microscopy image of the HUVECs near the outlet of the channel of 100 μm. Scale bar, 50 μm.

**Fig. 3** Finite element analysis of rheological parameters in healthy and stenotic vessels of 67% occlusion, simulated for CTA (A) and (B) and microfluidic (C) and (D) sized models. An input flow of 1 ml min\textsuperscript{−1} and a vessel diameter of 4 mm were used for the CTA sized models and an input flow of 0.29 ml min\textsuperscript{−1} and a vessel diameter of 400 μm for the microfluidic models. (A) and (C) Wall shear rate simulation showed no shear increase in healthy (top) channels but shear exceeding 10 000 s\textsuperscript{−1} was demonstrated in the stenotic (bottom) channels. (B) and (D) Similar dynamics can be seen in the flow velocity, increasing from 1 to 2.5 m s\textsuperscript{−1} (CTA scale) and 0.1 to 0.5 m s\textsuperscript{−1} (microfluidic scale) in the stenotic region. Scale bars (A) and (B), 2 mm. Scale bars (C) and (D), 200 μm.
using a CFD model. No significant differences in flow velocity profiles were found and shear rate distributions did show minor differences (Fig. S7†).

Thrombosis-on-a-chip

A comparison between healthy and stenotic geometries was made by perfusion of re-calcified citrated human whole blood through a series of endothelialised microfluidic devices with varying degrees of occlusion: 0%, 55% and 67%, respectively. Healthy and stenotic microfluidic devices were perfused at the same flow rates. The healthy geometries did not show any sign of thrombosis along the entire length of the microfluidic device, after at least 15 minutes of blood perfusion (Fig. 4A and B). Furthermore, this demonstrated that the ring-like indentations did not influence platelet aggregation. The stenotic geometries did induce thrombosis at and downstream of the stenotic apices as demonstrated by clear fluorescent platelet aggregation (Fig. 4C and D). The first signs of platelet aggregation in the stenosis region could be observed as soon as two minutes after the start of whole blood perfusion.

Minor recirculation was expected based on the CFDs in the supplementary figures (Fig. S6†). Indeed, platelet aggregation was also observed in this recirculation zone distal to the stenotic geometries. Recirculation plays an important role in thrombus formation, as shear rate and exposure time increases. Recirculation also results in a longer exposure time to paracrine activation factors and allows for easier deposition of fibrin in low flow zones because of a longer retention time. Interestingly, the formation of a thrombus was not limited merely to the recirculation area, as platelet aggregation also occurred near the onset of the stenosis and at the apex of the stenosis where no recirculation is to be expected. The local increase in shear rate in these areas is likely to also contribute to the observed thrombosis, for example by the activation of von Willebrand factor resulting in platelet adhesion. Additionlly, by using re-calcified whole-blood, the intrinsic coagulation pathway will become active over the course of the experiment. This contact activation of coagulation will likely also contribute to the observed platelet aggregation because of the known cross-talk between activated coagulation factors and platelets. Whole blood perfusion through healthy and stenotic geometries showed that thrombosis only occurred in microfluidic devices with a stenotic geometry, which suggests that in line with previous reports fluid flow gradients, minor recirculation, intrinsic coagulation pathways and increased shear rates are likely to be the determining factors of thrombogenesis in our microfluidic chips.

Although the constant flow rate used in this experiment is not completely representative of physiological flow patterns, it can be suitable to investigate the onset of thrombosis in a well-controlled setting. In future studies, a pressure-driven flow could be used instead, as this better mimics the dynamic changes in blood flow during vessel occlusion.

The thrombus size over time was determined by a semi-quantitative analysis in several microfluidic devices (Fig. S8†). Thrombus formation in 3 stenotic geometries (Fig. S8b–d†) was compared with a healthy geometry (Fig. S8a†). Different aggregation mechanics are observed in the stenotic geometries. First, continuous aggregate growth which is characterized by a steady increase in thrombus size and intensity. Second, stick and slip growth which involves small aggregates to grow and dislodge, leading to an increase in intensity followed by a sharp drop in intensity after thrombus dislodgement. The stenotic geometries showed a combination of the aggregation mechanics although each experiment showed a different predominant mechanism.

Conclusions

By combining CTA data, SLA 3D printing and microfluidics, we have developed a new approach for manufacturing microfluidic in vitro cell culture models which closely mimic the architectures found in both healthy and stenotic arteries with high precision. With this approach thrombosis can be recapitulated in 3D vessel geometries in a way that is not possible in microfluidic chips fabricated with typical 2D wafer-based soft lithography, or even in microfluidic chips produced with acrylic fibres or by advanced biofabrication methods. Furthermore, because it is based on 3D models, this methodology allows for easy correlation and comparison of in vitro studies with in silico fluid flow simulations. In the future, the devices and method described herein could be used to employ medical CTA imaging data to produce patient-specific microfluidic chips, and as such, the method and proof-of-principle can be considered to be an important stepping stone towards patient-specific arterial thrombosis studies. Overall, our method represents an important step towards making microfluidic organ-on-chip-based technology increasingly relevant in experimental studies of arterial thrombosis.

Fig. 4 Re-calcified citrated whole blood perfused, from left to right, at 1000 s⁻¹ in microfluidic chips with endothelialised healthy and stenotic 3D geometries. Platelets have been stained using DiOC6. (A) and (B) Healthy geometries after approximately 15 minutes of perfusion. There are no signs of platelet aggregation. (C) and (D) Stenotic geometry after 1 minute and 2.5 minutes of blood perfusion, respectively. Thrombosis is clearly seen at the apex of the stenosis. Scale bar, 200 µm.
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